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Abstract: Microwave vegetation index (MVI) is a vegetation index defined in microwave bands. It has
been developed based on observations from AMSR-E and widely used to monitor global vegetation.
Recently, our study found that MVI was influenced by the atmosphere, although it was calculated
from microwave bands. Ignoring the atmospheric influence might bring obvious uncertainty to the
study of global vegetation. In this study, an atmospheric effect sensitivity analysis for MVI was
carried out, and an atmospheric correction algorithm was developed to reduce the influence of the
atmosphere. The sensitivity analysis showed that water vapor, clouds and precipitation were main
parameters that had an influence on MVI. The result of the atmospheric correction on MVI was
validated at both temporal and spatial scales. The validation showed that the atmospheric correction
algorithm developed in this study could obviously improve the underestimation of MVI on most
land surfaces. Seasonal patterns in the uncorrected MVI were obviously related to atmospheric
water content besides vegetation changes. In addition, global maps of MVI showed significant
differences before and after atmospheric correction in the northern hemisphere in the northern
summer. The atmospheric correction will make the MVI more reliable and improve its performance
in calculating vegetation biomass.
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1. Introduction

Vegetation is an important land surface cover in the Earth’s ecosystems. Improving the ability
to monitor global vegetation and obtaining accurate measurements of vegetation parameters are of
great importance to the study of the global carbon cycle, net primary productivity, and security of
grain production in agriculture. In optical remote sensing, leaf area index (LAI) [1–3], normalized
difference vegetation index (NDVI) and other improved vegetation indices [4,5] are widely used to
monitor vegetation. These vegetation indices acquired from optical remote sensing have greatly helped
us to understand the characteristics of vegetation at a regional and global scale. However, a major
limitation of the NDVI and similar indices is that the optical sensors can only monitor a very thin
layer of canopy [6]. The lack of information on the woody part of these optical vegetation indices will
significantly influence their application in the study of the global carbon cycle.

Microwaves are also sensitive to variations of vegetation at some particular bands. Compared to
optical remote sensing sensors, passive microwave sensors are able to provide land surface observations
in all weather conditions. The ability for vegetation to be detected from passive microwave sensors has
been confirmed in a number of previous studies. Like optical remote sensing, vegetation indices built from
band combinations of passive microwave observations were also used in these studies. These vegetation
indices include microwave polarization difference temperatures (MPDT) at 37 GHz [7,8], the normalized
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microwave polarization difference index (MPDI) at frequencies 10 GHz and 36 GHz [9], the microwave
emissivity difference vegetation index (EDVI) at 19 GHz and 37 GHz [10], the microwave vegetation
indices (MVIs) at frequencies 6 GHz, 10 GHz and 19 GHz [6], and improved MVIs by considering
measurements at different observation angles of WindSat [11,12]. The information of both leafy and
woody parts of vegetation could be obtained from these microwave vegetation indices due to long
wavelengths and the sensitivity of microwaves [6]. The long wavelength of microwaves is much larger
than the diameter of cloud particles and makes it possible to acquire vegetation information in all
weather conditions. This is why few of these vegetation indices from passive microwave sensors
consider the influence of the atmosphere when acquiring vegetation information. However, the
atmosphere has an obvious influence on microwave vegetation indices, especially when observations
are made at frequencies such as 19 GHz and 37 GHz, according to our analysis.

Water vapor, clouds, precipitation, and oxygen are main constituents in the atmosphere that
contaminate microwave signals emitted from the land surface, and are received by passive microwave
sensors. Water vapor and oxygen influence the microwave signal by means of absorption. During
cloudy and rainy days, absorption and scattering effects of water droplets are two main methods
attenuating microwave radiation signals emitted from the Earth’s surface. Although the influence of
these constituents in atmosphere is not too significant on a single polarized microwave band at low
frequency, it can be enlarged by means of polarization difference or ratio when calculating microwave
vegetation indices. Therefore, the consideration of atmospheric influence will have great potential to
improve the accuracy of microwave vegetation indices.

In this study, the recently developed MVI in [6] will be taken as an example. The MVI is
calculated from dual-frequency and dual-polarization of AMSR-E measurements. We will first analyze
the influence of atmosphere on MVI using a one-dimensional microwave radiative transfer model
(1DMWRTM) [13,14], and atmosphere profiles from radiosonde observations. At the same time, an
atmospheric correction method will also be developed to eliminate the influence of water vapor and
clouds on MVI. The atmospheric correction will obviously improve the ability of MVI to monitor
vegetation information at regional or global scales, and further extend the application of microwaves in
the study of global carbon cycles and the Earth’s ecosystem. In the next section, the effect of atmosphere
on MVI will first be analyzed, and then an atmospheric correction method will be developed based
on the analysis. The results of atmospheric correction are mainly discussed in Section 3. Section 4
concludes this study.

2. Atmospheric Effect Analysis and Correction

2.1. Basic Theory

MVI is calculated from dual-frequency and dual-polarization of AMSR-E measurements. There are
two parameters in MVI. One is A parameter, and the other is B parameter. The two parameters are
expressed in Equations (1) and (2) respectively [6].
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1
2

[
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f2
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f2
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where f1 and f2 represent two frequencies of AMSR-E. Tb is the brightness temperature of a
frequency derived from AMSR-E. v and h represent vertical and horizontal polarizations, respectively.
Both parameters A and B are sensitive to vegetation. The A parameter will increase and B parameter
will decrease, as the vegetation canopy becomes thicker [6]. As the A parameter is calculated based
on the B parameter, we will mainly discuss the atmosphere effect on the B parameter in this study.
For clarity, MVI_B will be used to represent the B parameter throughout this paper. According to
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Shi et al. [6], the valid range of MVI_B is between 0 and 1. The higher the vegetation cover becomes,
the lower the value of MVI_B will be. For bare surfaces, the estimated MVI_B will be very close to 1.

When there is no atmosphere, brightness temperatures received by microwave sensors onboard
satellites can be expressed as a multiplication of land surface emissivity (ε) and land surface
temperature (Ts). So, Equation (2) can be expressed as Equation (3):
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where ∆Tb is the polarization difference of brightness temperature at a particular frequency, and ∆ε is
the polarization difference of surface emissivity at a particular frequency. According to Equation (3),
the MVI_B parameter can be expressed as a ratio of the polarization difference of surface emissivity at
two frequencies when the atmosphere effect is not considered.

When considering the effect of the atmosphere, and assuming that the atmosphere is a
non-scattering, plane-parallel atmosphere with a non-blackbody surface boundary condition, the
brightness temperature received by the microwave sensor onboard a satellite can be expressed as
follows [15–17]:
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where Tb f is the upward brightness temperature observed by the satellite at the top of the atmosphere
and frequency f ; ε f is the surface emissivity at frequency f ; ps is the surface pressure, where the
subscript s denotes surface value; t f (p, 0) is the atmospheric transmittance for a layer between pressure
level p and p = 0 at frequency f ; Tspace is the cosmic background temperature, and its value is 2.7 K.

When calculating the brightness temperature difference between vertical and horizontal
polarization, although a few parts of the atmospheric contribution which includes the upward
radiation of the atmosphere and part of the downward radiation of the atmosphere is cancelled out, the
atmosphere still influences radiation from the Earth’s surface by transmittance of the atmosphere (t f )
and the downward radiation of atmosphere. Besides, the polarization difference of a frequency will
also cancel out a large part of the ground surface contribution. The decrease of surface contribution
will enlarge the proportion of the contribution of atmosphere in polarization difference of brightness
temperature (∆Tb f ). In addition, as the ability of the atmospheric attenuation to the radiation at various
frequencies is different, the ratio of ∆Tb f at two frequencies will further enhance the proportion of the
atmosphere contribution. Thus, when calculating the ratio of the brightness temperature polarization
difference of two frequencies, the atmosphere will have a significant contribution to the ratio, and the
formula for calculating the ratio can be written in the form of Equation (5):
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where MVI_B( f1, f2)
∗ is the B parameter of MVI without removing the effect of the atmosphere.

f (Ts, atmos) is a function of land surface temperature Ts, and atmosphere parameters. By combining
Equations (3) and (5), the atmosphere-corrected MVI_B parameter can be expressed in the form of
Equation (6)

MVI_B( f1, f2) = MVI_B
(

f1, f2

)∗/
f
(

Ts, atmos
)

(6)
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If MVI_B( f1, f2)
∗, Ts and parameters of the atmosphere are given, the atmosphere-corrected

MVI_B( f1, f2) can be directly calculated according to Equation (6).

2.2. Atmospheric Effect Analysis

As mentioned above, water vapor, oxygen, clouds, and precipitation are primary constituents in
the atmosphere that have an influence on the microwave signal. Water vapor has a weak absorption
zone at 22.235 GHz, and a strong absorption zone at 183 GHz. For oxygen molecules, there are two
absorption zones, at 60 GHz and at 118.75 GHz [16]. The influence of cloud and rain on microwaves
can be attributed to scattering and the absorption effect of water droplets. When the frequency is
below 22 GHz, absorption of water droplets plays an important role in the process of microwave
radiative transfer. According to Shi et al. [6], the MVI_B parameter is calculated based on three
frequencies, 6.925 GHz, 10.65 GHz, and 18.7 GHz. When f1 = 6.925 GHz and f2 = 10.65 GHz, MVI_B
is called the low frequency microwave vegetation index. When f1 = 10.65 GHz and f2 = 18.7 GHz,
MVI_B is called the high frequency microwave vegetation index. For the convenience of description,
MVI_B(C, X) and MVI_B(X, Ku) are used to represent the two MVI_B parameters, respectively.
As the three frequencies used to calculate MVI_B parameter are far from the oxygen absorption
frequencies, and also because the content of oxygen in the atmosphere is stable, the influence of oxygen
on the MVI_B parameter is very small, and can be ignored. Precipitation indeed has an influence on
the MVI_B parameter. However, it is currently difficult to fully simulate the radiative transfer process
of microwaves in precipitation conditions, and it is also hard to acquire highly accurate precipitation
data from satellites. So, the effect of precipitation on the MVI_B parameter will not be discussed in this
paper, and will be studied in the future.

Except for oxygen and precipitation, water vapor and clouds are the main constituents that have
an influence on MVI_B. In order to analyze the effect of water vapor and clouds on MVI_B, a simulation
was carried out under different conditions of water vapor and clouds. Figure 1 shows the simulation
of the water vapor effect on MVI_B(C, X) and MVI_B(X, Ku). In the simulation, the real values of
MVI_B(C, X) and MVI_B(X, Ku) that were not influenced by atmosphere were both set to 0.404; the
land surface temperature (LST) was set to 300 K; and the valid range of total precipitable water (TPW)
was set from 5.13 mm to 73.95 mm. According to the simulation in Figure 1, water vapor had a very
small influence on MVI_B(C, X); while, the effect of water vapor on MVI_B(X, Ku) was significant,
with the value of MVI_B(X, Ku) decreasing from 0.39 to 0.27 when TPW increased from 5.13 mm to
73.95 mm. From the point of quantitative analysis, 1 mm of TPW caused an underestimation of about
0.0002 and 0.0017 in the calculation of MVI_B(C, X) and MVI_B(X, Ku), respectively. In humid
tropical areas, such as the Amazon basin, the existence of water vapor would decrease the value of
MVI_B(X, Ku) as observed by satellites.

The simulation of cloud effects on MVI_B(C, X) and MVI_B(X, Ku) is shown in Figure 2. In the
simulation, both MVI_B(C, X) and MVI_B(X, Ku) that were not influenced by clouds were also set
to 0.404; LST and TPW were set to 300 K and 5.12 mm, respectively. Cloud top and cloud thickness
were set to 2.5 km and 1 km, respectively. The valid range of cloud liquid water ranged from 0.01 mm
to 1.0 mm. As is shown in Figure 2, the value of MVI_B(C, X) decreased from 0.40 to 0.32, and
MVI_B(X, Ku) decreased from 0.40 to 0.19, when cloud liquid water increased from 0.01 mm to
1.0 mm. In other words, an increment of 0.1 mm in cloud liquid water caused a decrease of 0.008
and 0.02 in the retrieval of MVI_B(C, X) and MVI_B(X, Ku), respectively. The maximum amount
of variation of MVI_B parameters caused by cloud liquid water reached up to 0.1~0.2. As the valid
range of MVI_B(C, X) and MVI_B(X, Ku) was from 0 to 1, this amount of variation was significant
and should be considered in the calculating of MVI_B parameters. In general, the low frequency
microwave vegetation index MVI_B(C, X) was mainly affected by cloud liquid water; and the high
frequency microwave vegetation index MVI_B(X, Ku) was influenced by both water vapor and cloud
liquid water.
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According to the simulation mentioned above, the existence of water vapor and clouds in the
atmosphere lowered the value of MVI_B parameters. The higher the increase in the frequencies
used to calculate MVI_B parameters, the greater influence of atmosphere on the MVI_B parameters.
So, consideration and correction of the atmospheric influence would result in more reliable and stable
MVI_B parameters when monitoring global vegetation. As the basic theory for atmospheric correction
of MVI_B(C, X) was the same as that for MVI_B(X, Ku), and also because MVI_B(C, X) is less
influenced by atmosphere, for convenience, only the atmospheric correction of MVI_B(X, Ku) and
the results of the analysis on this parameter are discussed in the following sections.

Figure 1. The effect of water vapor on MVI_B parameters.

Figure 2. The effect of cloud liquid water on MVI_B parameters.

2.3. Atmospheric Effect Correction

As is discussed above, water vapor and cloud liquid water are main constituents in the atmosphere
that affect the atmospheric correction of MVI_B(X, Ku) when there is no precipitation. For water vapor,
it has different sensitivities to microwave signals at different atmospheric layers. So, the introduction
of a water vapor profile is needed in the atmospheric correction of MVI_B(X, Ku). It is easy to obtain
the total column profile of the water vapor. However, it is very difficult to provide an accurate water
vapor profile for every pixel of the image in the atmospheric correction of MVI_B(X, Ku). As most of
the water vapor is distributed near the surface atmosphere layer, the surface elevation will influence the
vertical distribution of water vapor in the atmosphere to some extent. So, the total precipitable water (or
total column of water vapor) and surface elevation data are used to approximately substitute the water
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vapor profile in the atmospheric correction. A simulation was carried out to analyze how MVI_B(X, Ku)
was influenced in the atmospheric correction, by adding surface elevation data. The outcome of the
simulation is shown in Figure 3. In the simulation, Ts was set to 266 K, TPW was set to 5 mm, the
atmosphere-influenced MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ was set to 0.7, and as surface elevation increased from 50 m to
6500 m, the atmosphere-corrected MVI_B(X, Ku) changed from approximately 0.73 to 0.77. Although
the change of MVI_B(X, Ku) was small, the simulation showed that the introduction of surface
elevation did improve the atmospheric correction of MVI_B(X, Ku). For clouds, besides cloud liquid
water (CLW), cloud top height (CTH) was also an important factor that influenced the atmospheric
correction of MVI_B(X, Ku) according to our simulation. Figure 4 shows a sensitivity simulation
of atmosphere-corrected MVI_B(X, Ku) to the change of CTH, when surface elevation = 17 m,
Ts = 300 K, TPW = 25 mm, CLW = 0.1 mm, and MVI_B( f1, f2)

∗ = 0.404. As is shown in the
figure, the atmosphere-corrected MVI_B(X, Ku) increased from approximately 0.48 to 0.53 when CTH
changed from 1000 m to 10,500 m. The increment of MVI_B(X, Ku) means that the introduction of
CTH will improve its accuracy in the process of atmospheric correction. To summarize, besides TPW
and CLW, the consideration of surface elevation and CTH in atmospheric correction will improve the
accuracy of the atmospheric-corrected MVI_B(X, Ku).

Figure 3. Influence of surface elevation on the atmospheric correction of MVI_B(X, Ku), when land
surface temperature (Ts) = 266 K, total precipitable water (TPW) = 5 mm, and MVI_B( f1, f2)

∗ = 0.7.

Figure 4. Influence of cloud top height on the atmospheric correction of MVI_B(X, Ku), when
surface elevation = 17 m, Ts = 300 K, total precipitable water (TPW) = 25 mm, cloud liquid water
(CLW) = 0.1 mm, and MVI_B( f1, f2)

∗ = 0.404.
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According to Equation (6) and as discussed above, when considering water vapor and clouds, the
atmosphere-corrected MVI_B(X, Ku) can be expressed as Equation (7).

MVI_B(X, Ku) = MVI_B(X, Ku)∗
/

f (Ts, TPW, ELEV, CLW, CTH) (7)

where ELEV is surface elevation, CTH is cloud top height. f (Ts, TPW, ELEV, CLW, CTH) is a function
of land surface temperature, total precipitable water, surface elevation, cloud liquid water, and CTH.
If all parameters on the right-hand side of the equation are given, MVI_B(X, Ku) will be retrieved.

The data used to derive all of the parameters on the right-hand side of Equation (7) are easy to
obtain from products of AMSR-E and MODIS, both of which are aboard AQUA satellite, and are able to
provide almost simultaneous observations at the same location on the Earth surface. MVI_B(X, Ku)∗

can be directly calculated based on Equation (2) and from brightness temperatures at 10.65 GHz and
18.7 GHz from AMSR-E. When calculating MVI_B(X, Ku)∗, the invalid values are removed according
to the criteria mentioned in Shi et al. [6]. TPW is retrieved from combination of AMSR-E and MODIS
using the method in Ji et al. [17]. The surface elevation (ELEV) data is from a combination of SRTM
DEM [18] and the MODIS Geolocation product (MOD03/MYD03). As SRTM DEM is only available
between the latitudes of 56◦S and 60◦N, the surface elevation data in the rest of the global area is filled
with DEM from MOD03/MYD03. For the overlapping area of SRTM DEM and MOD03/MYD03, the
DEM is an arithmetic average combination of the two. CLW can be directly derived from the MODIS
cloud product (MYD06) [19,20]. The calculation of CTH is based on the method provided in [21], and
the formula is shown in Equation (8):

ZCT = Zs f c + RTv(mean)

/
gLn(Ps f c/PCT) (8)

where ZCT is the cloud top height; Zs f c is the land surface height; R is the gas constant of dry air,
and its value is 286.8 Jkg−1K−1; TV(mean) is the mean temperature between the cloud top and land
surface; g is gravitational acceleration, and its value is 9.8065 ms−2; Ps f c is the atmosphere pressure at
the ground; PCT is the atmosphere pressure at the cloud top. TV(mean), Ps f c, and PCT can be directly
obtained from MYD06. However, due to the limitation of the MODIS cloud product algorithm, the
MYD06 cloud product is only able to provide CLW and data that is used to calculate CTH during the
daytime. Besides MYD06, there is no other source of cloud product that has a simultaneous observation
time as AMSR-E at the present. So, the atmospheric correction of MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ was conducted only
with daytime values in this study.

Land surface temperature Ts is another variable that is needed in the atmospheric correction
according to Equation (7). Figure 5 is an outcome of a simulation which demonstrates the sensitivity of
Ts to the atmospheric correction of MVI_B(X, Ku). According to the figure, an increase of 10 K in Ts

will cause a decrease of 0.004 for the atmosphere-corrected MVI_B(X, Ku). As the variation range of
Ts is more than 50 K, the uncertainty of the atmosphere-corrected MVI_B(X, Ku) caused by Ts will be
greater than 0.02. So, the consideration of Ts in Equation (7) will improve the atmospheric correction
of MVI_B(X, Ku). However, it is not easy to directly obtain Ts in all weather conditions. In this study,
the Ts was derived in four ways. In clear sky conditions, Ts was directly derived from the MODIS land
surface temperature product [22]. Under cloudy sky conditions, Ts was estimated based on the vertical
polarized brightness temperature at 36.5 GHz of AMSR-E [23]. The formula is shown in Equation (9):

Ts = 1.11Tb36.5V − 15.2, where Tb36.5V > 259.8 K (9)

where Tb36.5V is the AMSR-E vertical polarization brightness temperature at a frequency of 36.5 GHz.
The error of estimated Ts from Equation (9) is approximately 4.5 K. In the area where Equation (9) is
not applicable because Tb36.5V ≤ 259.8 K, Ts is estimated using an average of the adjacent seven-day
land surface temperature derived from the MODIS land surface temperature product. For the areas
where Ts is still invalid, areas are filled with pixels matching their surrounding pixels.
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Figure 5. Sensitivity of land surface temperature to the atmospheric correction of MVI_B(X, Ku),
when surface elevation = 10 m, TPW = 7 mm, cloud top height (CTH) = 3000 m, CLW = 0.1 mm and
MVI_B( f1, f2)

∗ = 0.404.

Besides the data mentioned above, it is necessary to know the form of the function
f (Ts, TPW, ELEV, CLW, CTH) in Equation (7) in order to retrieve the atmosphere-corrected
MVI_B(X, Ku). However, it is not easy to obtain an exact form for the function due to the complex
relationship of the parameters in the function. As a matter of convenience, a reference table is built-in to
retrieve the atmosphere-corrected MVI_B(X, Ku). If ELEV, Ts, TPW, CTH, CLW, and MVI_B(X, Ku)∗

are given, the atmosphere corrected MVI_B(X, Ku) can be directly calculated according to the reference
table. The main steps of retrieving the atmosphere-corrected MVI_B(X, Ku) are described as follows:

(1) Data pre-processing. All the related remote sensing data were projected into 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ grid
images. The data included AMSR-E brightness temperature, MODIS cloud product (MYD06),
MODIS land surface product (MYD11), MODIS geolocation product (MYD03), and SRTM DEM.

(2) Preparation of data for atmospheric correction. The data required in the atmosphere correction
included MVI_B(X, Ku)∗, ELEV, Ts, TPW, CTH, and CLW. The methods for calculating these
parameters are mentioned above within this section.

(3) Construction of a reference table for atmospheric correction. The reference table was built using
cloud profiles, atmospheric profiles, and the Model 1DMWRTM. The cloud profiles only included
a single-layer cloud, and these were created according to the amount of cloud liquid water and
cloud top height. The atmospheric profiles were selected from globally distributed radiosonde
observations (RAOB) according to surface elevation, land surface temperature, and the total
precipitable water of a profile. There were seven fields in the reference table, which included
ELEV, Ts, TPW, CTH, CLW, MVI_B(X, Ku), and MVI_B(X, Ku)∗. For the circumstance of clear
sky conditions, both CTH and CLW were set to 0 in the reference table.

(4) Atmospheric correction and post-processing. In order to retrieve the atmosphere-corrected
MVI_B(X, Ku) conveniently, a reference table was used. The reference table was built in Step (3),
and the input parameters were obtained in Step (2). As the valid range of MVI_B(X, Ku) was
between 0 and 1, values out of this range would be masked and filled with their surrounding values.

3. Results and Uncertainty Analysis

A daily global coverage of atmosphere-corrected MVI_B(X, Ku) in ascending orbit for the year
of 2007 was retrieved using the method mentioned above. As it was difficult to acquire accurate
measurements for MVI_B(X, Ku) using a 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ grid from the field experiment, it was difficult
for us to quantitatively validate the accuracy of atmosphere-corrected MVI_B(X, Ku) using ground
measurements. As alternatives, qualitative validations in temporal and spatial scales were used in this
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study. In addition, uncertainty analysis using simulated data was also conducted to further verify the
precision of the atmospheric correction algorithm.

In most areas of the earth, the atmosphere has obvious seasonal changes, which will make differences
between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ (the original MVI) and MVI_B(X, Ku) (the atmosphere-corrected MVI)
affected by seasonal changes. It is possible to qualitatively confirm the validity of atmosphere correction
for MVI_B by comparing the time series between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and MVI_B(X, Ku). As a qualitative
validation in temporal scale, the time series between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and MVI_B(X, Ku) in a year
scale were compared with each other on various land surface types. There were 12 selected points in the
validation, and the distribution of them is shown in Figure 6. Each point represented a kind of land
surface type. The land surface type and position of the selected validation points are listed in Table 1.

Figure 6. Distribution of selected validation points on global scale.

Table 1. Land surface type and position of the selected validation points.

Number Land Surface Type Position (Lat., Long.)

1 Evergreen Needleleaf Forest (54◦, 124◦)
2 Evergreen Broadleaf Forest (1◦, −57◦)
3 Deciduous Needleleaf Forest (60◦, 121◦)
4 Deciduous Broadleaf Forest (−22◦, −62◦)
5 Mixed Forests (57◦, 106◦)
6 Open Shrublands (30◦, −105◦)
7 Woody Savannas (−10◦, 18◦)
8 Savannas (10◦, 18◦)
9 Grasslands (35◦, −100◦)
10 Permanent Wetlands (51◦, −83◦)
11 Croplands (35◦, 115◦)
12 Barren or Sparsely Vegetated (23◦, 2◦)

Figure 7 shows the comparison of time series between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and MVI_B(X, Ku) on
12 land surface types. In the figure, the red solid line with an asterisk represents the time series of
MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ which represented the original MVI without atmospheric correction; while the blue
solid line represents time series of MVI_B(X, Ku) which represented the atmosphere-corrected MVI.
As the creation of the time series was based on daily MVI, there were many high-frequency fluctuations
in the time series, which may bring disturbances to the analysis of trends in the MVI time series.
In order to clearly reveal seasonal variations for MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and MVI_B(X, Ku), a low pass filter
function was applied to the time series of both MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and MVI_B(X, Ku) to remove the
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high frequency fluctuations. Three conclusions were drawn from the comparison of the time series
between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and MVI_B(X, Ku).

(1) The existence of atmosphere will obviously lower the value of MVI_B. As the value of MVI_B is
negatively related with the density of vegetation, if the MVI_B was directly used in the retrieval
of optical thickness and biomass of vegetation, it would cause a significant overestimation. It is
therefore necessary to make an atmospheric correction before the MVI_B is further applied.

(2) The difference between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and MVI_B(X, Ku) caused by the atmosphere shows
obvious seasonal variation on most land surfaces, except for deciduous needleleaf forest and
mixed forests, as shown in Figure 7c,e, respectively. As is shown in Figure 7a,b,f–l, the difference
between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and MVI_B(X, Ku) in the summer season was larger than in the winter
season. The reason for this phenomenon is that there is more water vapor and more clouds in the
atmosphere during the summer season of the northern hemisphere. The increment of water vapor
and clouds would decrease the value of MVI_B. The difference between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and
MVI_B(X, Ku) in Figure 7d,g showed different seasonal variation with that in others sub-figures,
the reason is that the selected two land surface types are located in the southern hemisphere, which
has an opposite trend of seasonal variation compared to the northern hemisphere. The reason for
the low contrast between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and MVI_B(X, Ku) in Figure 7c,e may be attributed
to low cloud liquid water and water vapor content in the high latitude areas, and the atmospheric
correction method was not sensitive to such a low amount of water in the atmosphere. On the
whole, the seasonal variation of the difference between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and MVI_B(X, Ku) on
most of the land surface types confirmed that the atmospheric correction algorithm was effective
in reducing the influence of water vapor and clouds.

(3) For the land surface types with rare vegetation cover, such as barren or sparsely vegetated
and open shrublands, the time series of MVI_B should not have had any obvious seasonal
variation. However, there were obvious low values of MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ in the summer season on
barren or sparsely vegetated and open shrubland areas, as shown by the red solid line with an
asterisk in Figure 7f,l. The low values were mainly caused by the increment of water vapor and
clouds in the summer season. As a comparison, there were no obvious seasonal changes in the
time series of MVI_B(X, Ku) according to the blue solid lines in Figure 7f,l, which means that
the underestimation of MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ in the summer season could be improved by applying
atmospheric correction.

According to the time series comparisons mentioned above, the atmospheric correction could
improve the underestimation of MVI_B and make the changing trend of MVI_B time series more
reasonable on various land surface types. As the time series comparisons were only performed at
limited validation points around the globe, it still needs more comparisons on a spatial scale in order
to validate the effectiveness of atmospheric correction on MVI_B.

Figure 8 shows a comparison between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ (original MVI_B) and MVI_B(X, Ku)
(atmosphere-corrected MVI_B) on a spatial scale. The left two figures (Figures 8a and 8c) are of the
original MVI_B without atmospheric correction. The data in Figure 8a is created from an average
of daily MVI_B in the months of December, January and February (DJF), and the data in Figure 8c
is created from an average of daily MVI_B in the months of June, July and August (JJA). The right
two figures Figures 8b and 8d are atmosphere-corrected MVI_B that correspond to Figures 8a and 8c
respectively. The data in the four figures in Figure 8 is colored using same density slicing criteria and
color table to ensure that the four figures are evaluated under same conditions.
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Figure 7. Time series comparison between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ [original microwave vegetation index
(MVI)] and MVI_B(X, Ku) (atmosphere corrected MVI) on various land surface types. (a) Time
series comparison between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and MVI_B(X, Ku) on Evergreen Needleleaf Forest;
(b) Time series comparison between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and MVI_B(X, Ku) on Evergreen Broadleaf
Forest; (c) Time series comparison between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and MVI_B(X, Ku) on Deciduous
Needleleaf Forest; (d) Time series comparison between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and MVI_B(X, Ku) on
Deciduous Broadleaf Forest; (e) Time series comparison between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and MVI_B(X, Ku)
on Mixed Forest; (f) Time series comparison between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and MVI_B(X, Ku) on Open
Shrublands; (g) Time series comparison between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and MVI_B(X, Ku) on Woody
Savannas; (h) Time series comparison between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and MVI_B(X, Ku) on Savannas;
(i) Time series comparison between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and MVI_B(X, Ku) on Grasslands; (j) Time series
comparison between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and MVI_B(X, Ku) on Permanent Wetlands; (k) Time series
comparison between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and MVI_B(X, Ku) on Croplands; (l) Time series comparison
between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and MVI_B(X, Ku) on Barren or Sparsely Vegetated.

As is shown by the comparison between Figures 8a and 8b, the two figures had very little
differences in the northern part of North America and Eurasia. The reason is that there is a small
amount of water vapor and cloud liquid water in the winter season of the high latitudes of the northern
hemisphere. While the difference of the two figures became larger in the middle and low latitudes,
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especially in the southern hemisphere, such as at the Amazon River Basin, the Sahara Desert, and
the middle of Africa and Australia, the reason was that there is abundant water vapor and cloud
liquid water in atmospheres of low latitudes located in the southern hemisphere. Figure 8c,d shows
the comparison of MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ and MVI_B(X, Ku) in the months of JJA which are during the
summer season in the northern hemisphere. According to the comparison of the two figures, the
influence of atmosphere was obvious in almost all parts of the global land surface. Especially in the
high latitudes of the northern hemisphere, the influence of atmosphere was more serious than that
shown in Figure 8a,b, the reason being that the northern hemisphere was in the summer season and
had abundant water vapor and cloud liquid water. According to the comparison between the left two
figures and the right two figures in Figure 8, the atmospheric correction improved the underestimation
of MVI_B in both winter and summer seasons, and the contrast between barren and vegetated areas
was more obvious after atmospheric correction. For example, the values of MVI_B in the Sahara Desert
and in center part of Oceania were closer to 1 after atmospheric correction. However, there were
several regions that had abnormal values, such as in the southern region of China and in India, as
shown in Figure 8d, and in the area around the Amazon river, as shown in Figure 8b,d, where all
the three regions are covered with dense vegetation. The abnormal values may be attributed to the
limitation of the microwave vegetation index which has been discussed in Shi et al. [6]. The paper
states that “the MVI will have a non-unique relationship in regions where the sensor can ‘see’ the
ground surface at both frequencies and the regions where the sensor cannot ‘see’ ground surface at one
or both frequencies, the B parameters derived from the bare surface could have a similar magnitude
as that derived from a dense forest with the fraction cover Fv < 1”. The abnormal value was more
obvious in Figure 8b,d than in Figure 8a,c. The reason for this was that the data in Figure 8a,c was
influenced by water vapor and cloud liquid water.

Figure 8. Comparison between MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ (original MVI_B) and MVI_B(X, Ku) (atmosphere
corrected MVI_B) on a spatial scale; (a) Seasonal average of original MVI_B in the months of December,
January and February (DJF); (b) Seasonal average of MVI_B after atmospheric correction in the months
of DJF; (c) Seasonal average of original MVI_B in the month of June, July and August (JJA); (d) Seasonal
average of MVI_B after atmospheric correction in the months of JJA.
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Seasonal averaged NDVI derived from MODIS was also used to further examine the result of
atmospheric correction, as shown in Figure 8. Figure 9 shows global distribution map of seasonal
averaged NDVI derived from MODIS. Figure 9a shows seasonal averaged NDVI during the winter
season of the northern hemisphere (DJF); Figure 9b shows seasonal averaged NDVI during summer
season of the northern hemisphere (JJA). During the winter season of the northern hemisphere, it
can be seen from the comparison among Figure 8a,b, and Figure 9a, that Figure 8b showed a higher
similarity with Figure 9a than Figure 8a, especially in the area of Oceania and in the northern part of
Africa. Figure 8c,d and Figure 9b show a comparison between MVI_B and NDVI during the summer
season of the northern hemisphere; according to the comparison, Figure 8d showed higher similarity
with Figure 9b than with Figure 8c. For example, as is shown in Figure 8d, there was an obvious
vegetation coverage belt in the northern part of Eurasia, and an arid belt in the middle part of Eurasia
and in the northern part of Africa. This great contrast of vegetation coverage in the region of Eurasia
and in the northern part of Africa was also evident in Figure 9b, but was not obvious in Figure 8c.
According to the comparison between Figures 8 and 9, the atmosphere-corrected MVI_B showed
a higher similarity with NDVI in spatial distribution than the original MVI_B with NDVI, which
means the atmospheric correction algorithm developed in this study improved the ability of MVI_B to
monitor global vegetation.

Figure 9. Global distribution map of seasonal averaged NDVI from MODIS; (a) Seasonal averaged
NDVI during the winter season of the northern hemisphere (DJF); (b) Seasonal averaged NDVI during
the summer season of the northern hemisphere (JJA).

It is necessary to discuss the uncertainties in the atmospheric correction algorithm. As is discussed
in Section 2.2 and according to Equation (7), land surface temperature, total precipitable water,
surface elevation, cloud liquid water and cloud top height are the key parameters that influence
the atmospheric correction of MVI_B. The uncertainties of these parameters will finally have an
impact on the accuracy of the atmospheric-corrected MVI_B. Water vapor and clouds are two main
constituents in the atmosphere that influenced the atmospheric correction on MVI_B. The accuracy
of total precipitable water in all-weather condition over land is about 3.5 mm [17]; and the precision
of cloud top height is about 1.5 km [21]; for the cloud liquid water from MODIS cloud product
(MYD06), its accuracy is about 0.041 mm according to comparisons with cloud liquid water from
AMSR-E [24]. For the land surface parameters, the accuracy of surface temperature and surface
elevation will also have an influence on the atmospheric-corrected MVI_B. According to the validation
in the paper [23], the accuracy of land surface temperature estimated using Equation (9) is about
4.5 K. Surface elevation used in this study was a combination of SRTM DEM and DEM from MYD03.
The accuracy of SRTM DEM is less than 10 m [25], and the DEM from MYD03 is expected to have,
at worst, 100 m uncertainty in the vertical direction [26]. In order to analyze how error these input
parameters would transfer to the atmosphere-corrected MVI_B, a series of simulations were carried
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out in the atmospheric-correction, and the outcomes are shown in Figure 10. From analysis of the
influence of uncertainty of TPW on the atmosphere-corrected MVI_B, a reference atmosphere-corrected
MVI_B(X, Ku) was first calculated using the method mentioned in Section 2.3, then a TPW error matrix
was created from a normal (Gaussian) distribution with a mean of zero and a standard deviation
of 3.5 mm, and the TPW error matrix was added to the input parameter TPW in the atmosphere
correction to obtain a new atmosphere-corrected MVI_B(X, Ku) with a TPW error. The difference
between the new atmosphere-corrected MVI_B(X, Ku) with a TPW error and the reference atmosphere
corrected MVI_B(X, Ku) demonstrated the error of the atmosphere-corrected MVI_B(X, Ku) caused by
the uncertainty of TPW, and the histogram of the difference is shown in Figure 10a. According to the
Figure, the RMSE between the reference atmosphere corrected MVI_B(X, Ku) and the new atmosphere
corrected MVI_B(X, Ku) with TPW error was 0.0233, and 78.46% of the difference was in the range
of [−0.0233, 0.0233]. For the uncertainty of CLW, CT, Ts, and DEM, the analysis of their influence on
the atmospheric correction of MVI_B was same as that of the uncertainty of TPW. In each analysis,
the error matrix created from a normal (Gaussian) distribution with a mean of zero and a standard
deviation of 0.041 mm, 1.5 km, 4.5 K and 50 m was added to the input parameters CLW, CT, Ts,
and DEM, respectively, to obtain new atmosphere corrected MVI_B(X, Ku) with error. Each new
atmosphere-corrected MVI_B(X, Ku) with CLW, CT, Ts and DEM error was used respectively to
calculate the difference from the reference atmosphere-corrected MVI_B(X, Ku), and the outcomes
are shown in Figure 10b–e, respectively. According to these figures, for clouds, an uncertainty of
0.041 mm in CLW and 1.5 kn in CT would cause an error of 0.01 and 0.013, respectively, in the
atmosphere-corrected MVI_B(X, Ku); for surface boundary parameters, an uncertainty of 4.5 K in
surface temperature, and 50 m in DEM would cause an error of 0.0177 and 0.0141, respectively, in the
atmosphere-corrected MVI_B(X, Ku). When considering the uncertainties of all the input parameters
together in the atmospheric correction, the RMSE between the reference atmosphere-corrected
MVI_B(X, Ku) and the new atmosphere-corrected MVI_B(X, Ku) with all errors was 0.0335, and
81.37% of the difference was in the range of [−0.0355, 0.0355], with the outcome is shown in Figure 10f.
According to the comparison in Figure 10, the uncertainty of TPW had the greatest influence on the
atmosphere corrected MVI_B(X, Ku), which may be attributed to the difficulty of retrieving high
precision TPW over the land using microwave radiometer in cloudy sky conditions.

When considering the difference between the atmosphere-corrected MVI_B(X, Ku) and the original
MVI_B(X, Ku), a value of the difference being less than or equal to 0.0335 meant that the effect of
atmosphere correction was not significant. In order to analyze the distribution of the insignificant
area of atmospheric correction, the difference between the atmosphere-corrected MVI_B(X, Ku) and
the original MVI_B(X, Ku) was calculated based on the data shown in Figure 8, and the outcomes
were shown in Figure 11. The data shown in Figure 11a was the difference between seasonal averaged
MVI_B(X, Ku) and MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ in the months of DJF, which was calculated using the data in
Figure 8b minus the data in Figure 8a. Figure 11b shows the difference between seasonal averaged
MVI_B(X, Ku) and MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ in the months of JJA, and the difference was derived using the
data in Figure 8d minus the data in Figure 8c. In both images within Figure 11, the pixels that are
less than or equal to 0.0335 are marked as gray, and the area in gray represented a non-significant
effect from atmospheric correction. According to the statistics from the two images in Figure 11, 31.4%
pixels were marked as gray in Figure 11a, and most of the pixels in gray were distributed within high
latitudes of the northern hemisphere. The reason for this is that water vapor or liquid water in clouds
are much lower in the atmosphere in the winter of the northern hemisphere, and the influence of the
atmosphere was thus not significant in calculating MVI. In contrast, in Figure 11b, only 0.7% of pixels
were marked as gray, and most of the pixels were located in Greenland. The reason for this is that
water vapor and cloud liquid water become abundant in the summer of the northern hemisphere.
In summary, the insignificant area of atmospheric correction depends on the water vapor and cloud
liquid water content in the atmosphere. If the water vapor and cloud liquid water in the atmosphere is
small, it is not necessary to perform an atmospheric correction for MVI.
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Figure 10. MVI_B(X, Ku) error analysis caused by the uncertainty of input parameters in the
atmospheric correction; (a) Difference between MVI_B(X, Ku) with TPW error and MVI_B(X, Ku);
(b) Difference between MVI_B(X, Ku) with CLW error and MVI_B(X, Ku); (c) Difference between
MVI_B(X, Ku) with CT error and MVI_B(X, Ku); (d) Difference between MVI_B(X, Ku) with Ts error and
MVI_B(X, Ku); (e) Difference between MVI_B(X, Ku) with DEM error and MVI_B(X, Ku); (f) Difference
between MVI_B(X, Ku) with all parameter errors and MVI_B(X, Ku).
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Figure 11. The difference between seasonal averaged MVI_B(X, Ku) (atmosphere corrected MVI_B)
and MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ (original MVI_B); (a) The difference between seasonal averaged MVI_B(X, Ku)
and MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ in the months of DJF; (b) the difference between seasonal averaged MVI_B(X, Ku)
and MVI_B(X, Ku)∗ in the months of JJA.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we analyzed the influence of the atmosphere on the observation of MVI, and
developed an atmospheric correction algorithm for MVI using observations from AMSR-E and MODIS.
According to the sensitivity analysis, the influence of atmosphere on the MVI was mainly caused by
water vapor and clouds in the atmosphere. The degree of influence was frequency-dependent. For the
MVI_B at high frequencies MVI_B(X, Ku), both water vapor and cloud liquid water had obvious
influences on this value. For MVI_B at low frequencies MVI_B(C, X), both cloud liquid water and
water vapor had a smaller effect than on that of MVI_B(X, Ku). Therefore, only atmospheric correction for
MVI_B(X, Ku) was discussed in this study. Based on the sensitivity analysis, an atmospheric correction
algorithm was developed using reference table technology. As a validation, the original MVI_B and the
atmospheric corrected MVI_B were compared at both temporal and spatial scales. Compared to the
original MVI_B, the improvements of atmospheric correction for MVI_B are summarized as follows:

(1) Atmospheric correction can greatly improve the underestimation of MVI_B. The difference
between the original MVI_B and the atmosphere-corrected MVI_B can reach up to 0.3 according
to the data shown in Figure 7.

(2) The atmospheric correction can make the seasonal variation of MVI_B more reasonable. For barren
or sparsely vegetated areas, the value of original MVI_B will decrease in the summer season due
to the influence of increasing water vapor and clouds in atmosphere. The atmosphere correction
can correct the decreasing trends of MVI_B in this type of land surface. In addition, the difference
between the original MVI_B and atmosphere-corrected MVI_B in winter is smaller than that in
summer, which further confirms that the influence of atmosphere has seasonal differences, and
also demonstrate the effectiveness of atmospheric correction.

(3) On a spatial scale, the influence of atmosphere in low latitudes is higher than that of high latitudes.
The underestimation of MVI_B in barren or less-vegetated areas in low latitudes can be improved
by atmospheric correction, and thus further enhance the contrast between barren areas and
vegetated areas.

Overall, atmospheric correction will make MVI_B more reliable, and enhance its ability to monitor
vegetation information and calculate vegetation biomass at regional or global scales, and further
extend the application of microwaves for the study of global carbon cycles and the Earth's ecosystem.

Due to the limitation of our knowledge about precipitation, the influence of precipitation on MVI
and the related precipitation correction algorithm for MVI was not discussed in this study. In addition,
water vapor and clouds are two main constituents in the atmosphere that influence the atmospheric
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correction of MVI_B. According to the uncertainty analysis, the uncertainty of TPW contributes a
large part to the error of the atmosphere-corrected MVI_B. This can be attributed to the difficulty in
retrieving TPW during cloudy conditions over land. Although the TPW over land, retrieved using the
method of Ji [17], is clearly improved compared with previous studies, it needs further improvement
when used in atmospheric correction, in order to obtain a higher precision MVI_B. For clouds, under
the conditions of multi-layer and thick clouds, cloud liquid water derived from MODIS cloud product
is also a large error source for the atmospheric correction algorithm, as the optical sensor cannot
see through clouds. The development of the atmospheric correction algorithm for the influence of
precipitation, multi-layer, and thick clouds on the MVI, and the improvement of TPW retrieval, will be
discussed in our future studies.
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